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1

Topic

Society

Reading to Cats

W hat do you think?
I think so.

Check( ) the boxes.

I don’t think so.

1. An animal shelter is for homeless animals.
2. Homeless animals can find a new family.

looks like a homeless cat

looks sad and tired

on the wall

Picture Talk
A cat is sitting on the

. It is black and white. It looks

and tired. It looks like a
6

cat.

I don’t know.

New Words
Read and write the words.

TR 02

1. animal shelter

2. meet

3. shy

4. nervous

5. buddy

6. comfortable

7. human

8. lucky

Read and choose the correct words.
1. Mike is ( wide / lucky ). He won the lottery last month.
2. My best ( buddy / program ) is Tom.
3. The cat looks ( new / comfortable ) with the dog.
4. ( Humans / Animal shelters ) can smile.
5. Let’s ( protect / meet ) at two o’clock.
6. There are many dogs at the ( animal shelter / buddy ).
7. I am always ( nervous / hairy ) before an exam.
8. The ( shy / high ) boy is covering his face with his hands.
UNIT 1
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Reading to Cats

TR 03

Words 111

1

Colby is a ten-year-old boy in Pennsylvania, USA. He visits an
animal shelter three times a week. What does Colby do there? He meets
shelter cats and reads a book to them.
This animal shelter in Pennsylvania has a Book Buddies program.

5

Children take the books and read to shy, nervous shelter cats. The
shelter cats like listening to the children.
Through the program, the cats and the children become buddies.
Also, the cats become more comfortable around humans. Some lucky
cats can find a new family.

10

The Book Buddies program is not just good for the cats. It is also
good for the children. The children can practice their reading!

True or False

8

1. The shelter cats like reading to the children.

T

F

2. The Book Buddies program is good for cats and children.

T

F

Reading Comprehension
Choose the correct answers.
1. What is the passage mainly about?

a. a ten-year-old boy and his family
b. a reading program at school
c. a Book Buddies program
2. What do children do in the Book Buddies program?

a. They take the shelter cats home.
b. They read a book to the shelter cats.
c. They wash the shelter cats.
3. Through the program, the cats and the children become

a. buddies

b. humans

.

c. a new family

4. Which is the closest meaning to “buddies”?

a. friends

b. families

c. students

5. What does the word “It” refer to?

a. a new family
b. the Book Buddies program
c. their reading

Fill in the blanks with the correct words.
6. What are the cats in the animal shelter like?

They are shy and

.

7. What can the children practice through the Book Buddies program?

They can practice their

.
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Reading Chart
Fill in the blanks with the words from the box.
Book Buddies

is a program in an

Children

•

a book to shelter cats

2

• can

Cats

in Pennsylvania, USA

1

their reading

3

• become more

around humans

4

• can find a new family

comfortable

animal shelter

practice

read

Summary
Complete the summary with the words from the box.
humans

Book Buddies

children

shelter

Colby, a ten-year-old boy, visits an animal shelter three times a week. The
animal shelter has a
books to the
and the
4

10

3

2

1

program. Children like Colby read
cats. This program is good for both the cats
. The cats become more comfortable around

and the children can practice their reading.

Question Words: What

“ What does Colby do there?”

(Line 2)

a question about things or actions
What

Who

thing / action

What is in the box?
What does he do?
When

person

Where

Who is that man?
Why

time

When does the class start?

reason

Why is the baby crying?

place

Where is he?
How

way

How do you go to school?

Fill in the blanks with the correct question words.
1.

A:

is Sally’s birthday?

B: It is April 20.
2.

A:

is Tom doing?

B: He is reading a book to the children.
3.

A:

is Cindy crying?

B: She dropped her ice cream.
4.

A:

does Mike go to school?

B: He goes to school by bus.
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